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A Commentary on the Letters of John
The letters of Lady Anne Bacon, mother of Francis Bacon, which shed light on Elizabethan politics from a female
perspective.

A Law Dictionary Adapted to the Constitution and Laws of the United States of America, and
of the Several States of the American Union; with References to the Civil and Other Systems
of Foreign Law
No description available
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Paul's Letter to the Romans
Bearer of This Letter
Letters 1–50
Letters of John Calvin
The Corvette
This volume provides the Greek text with facing English translation of Plato's 31st Socratic Letter. This letter was composed
in response to Philip II's hostility towards Plato for his meddling in Macedonian affairs and, as a result, his withdrawal of
support from the Academy. The study includes an extensive commentary and an introductory discussion of the function of
this public letter, its historical background, its rhetoric and its authenticity.

The Life and Letters of Alexander Wilson
New Literacies and Old WaysNotes; Bibliography; Index.

The Letter of Paul to the Ephesians
Based on his correspondence, a 1908 biography of one of the late nineteenth century's most influential and controversial
thinkers.

The Violet Fairy Book
The long history of interpretation of the three Johannine letters has been largely characterized, at least since Irenaeus in the
late second century, by the assumption that the Elder was addressing the Gnostic heresy. In recent years, particularly with
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the work of Raymond Brown, attention has been focused on the internal schism within the Johannine (or Beloved Disciple's)
community, thus taking the first epistle as a corrective to secessionists' misguided attempts to read the Gospel of John in an
"advanced," spiritualizing manner. Birger Olsson returns to a less common perspective, one that views the crisis facing the
Elder as a wholly "intra-Jewish" problem. The Johannine community comprised Jewish believers who regarded Jesus as the
long-promised Messiah of Israel, but at some point in the community's life, under the leadership of one Diotrephes, some
members of the community chose to reject this conviction and to entice other members to do likewise. Olsson anchors his
thoroughgoing interpretation of the three letters in this conflict among Jewish Christians over the nature of the Messiah and
the renewal of Israel's ancient covenant. Among other things, this implies that the letters were written in reverse order of
their numbering.

Paul and His Letters
No description available

The Material Letter in Early Modern England
The Miser's Daughter
Japan, Serbia, Lithuania, Africa, and Russia are among the sources of 35 stories that tell of a haunted forest, chests of gold
coins, a magical dog, and a man who outwits a dragon. 74 illustrations.

The Art of Effective Letter Writing
Letters, Volume 1 (1–185) (The Fathers of the Church, Volume 13)
Except for Christ himself, no figure has been more influential in the history of Christianity than the apostle Paul. And yet his
remarkable life remains shrouded in mystery. In this probing new book, John B. Polhill scrapes away the myths about this
great man and uncovers the truth of his life and thought. Using Acts, the Pauline epistles, and reliable traditions from noncanonical sources, Polhill weaves together the remarkable story of Paul's transformation from persecutor to persecuted,
producing a dynamic account of his entire ministry. By placing each of Paul's letters in its proper historical context, Polhill
brings new light to these foundation stones of the Christian faith. He follows Paul from his early years in Tarsus and
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Jerusalem to his imprisonment and eventual martyrdom, painting a detailed, comprehensive portrait of Paul that will serve
as an indispensable resource for students, teachers, and pastors alike.

The Letter Bearer
Volume 90 of the publications of the Hakluyt Society (1894) contains letters by Italian explorer Amerigo Vespucci
(1454-1512).

The Lockhart Papers
Tydale New Testament Commenteries contains the Epistle of Ephesiansand also book 10.

Letters
The Letters of Sigmund Freud and Otto Rank
The frozen splendor of the Arctic Ocean and the absorbing drama of a nineteenth century whale hunt unfold as Drinkwater
escorts a whaling fleet to Greenland and meets disaster, treachery and death.

Letters, Volume 2 (186–368) (The Fathers of the Church, Volume 28)
The Clerk's Assistant
Veronica Franco (whose life is featured in the motion picture Dangerous Beauty) was a sixteenth-century Venetian beauty,
poet, and protofeminist. This collection captures the frank eroticism and impressive eloquence that set her apart from the
chaste, silent woman prescribed by Renaissance gender ideology. As an "honored courtesan", Franco made her living by
arranging to have sexual relations, for a high fee, with the elite of Venice and the many travelers—merchants,
ambassadors, even kings—who passed through the city. Courtesans needed to be beautiful, sophisticated in their dress and
manners, and elegant, cultivated conversationalists. Exempt from many of the social and educational restrictions placed on
women of the Venetian patrician class, Franco used her position to recast "virtue" as "intellectual integrity," offering wit and
refinement in return for patronage and a place in public life. Franco became a writer by allying herself with distinguished
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men at the center of her city's culture, particularly in the informal meetings of a literary salon at the home of Domenico
Venier, the oldest member of a noble family and a former Venetian senator. Through Venier's protection and her own
determination, Franco published work in which she defended her fellow courtesans, speaking out against their mistreatment
by men and criticizing the subordination of women in general. Venier also provided literary counsel when she responded to
insulting attacks written by the male Venetian poet Maffio Venier. Franco's insight into the power conflicts between men
and women and her awareness of the threat she posed to her male contemporaries make her life and work pertinent today.

Letters of Amerigo Vespucci, and Other Documents Illustrative of His Career
Witherington gleans fresh insights from reading the text of Paul's epistle in light of early Jewish theology, the historical
situation of Rome in the middle of first century A.D., and Paul's own rhetorical concerns.

The Letters of John and Abigail Adams
Sigmund Freud’s relationship with Otto Rank was the most constant, close, and significant of his professional life. Freud
considered Rank to be the most brilliant of his disciples. The two collaborated on psychoanalytic writing, practice, and
politics; Rank was the managing director of Freud’s publishing house; and after several years helping Freud update his
masterpiece, The Interpretation of Dreams, Rank contributed two chapters. His was the only other name ever to be listed on
the title page. This complete collection of the known correspondence between the two brings to life their twenty-year
collaboration and their painful break. The 250 letters compiled by E. James Lieberman and Robert Kramer humanize and
dramatize psychoanalytic thinking, practice, and organization from 1906 through 1925. The letters concern not just the
work and trenchant contemporaneous observations of Freud and Rank but also their friendships, supporters, rivals, families,
travels, and other personal and professional matters. Most interestingly, the letters trace Rank’s growing independence, the
father-son schism over Rank’s "anti-Oedipal" heresy, his surprising reconciliation with Freud, and the moment when they
parted ways permanently. A candid picture of how the pioneers of modern psychotherapy behaved with their patients,
colleagues, and familiesâ€”and each otherâ€”the correspondence between Freud and Rank demonstrates how
psychoanalysis developed in relation to early twentieth-century science, art, philosophy, and politics. A rich primary source
on psychiatry, history, and culture, The Letters of Sigmund Freud and Otto Rank is a cogent and powerful narrative of early
psychoanalysis and its two most important personalities.

Monthly Circular Letters Relative to the Missions of India
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The Letters of Charles Lamb
A Law Dictionary, Adapted to the Constitution
This English edition of the epistolary writings of Calvin, complete in four volumes, contains six hundred sixty-eight letters,
last discourses, and an appendix of eighteen additional letters. The letters here are selected from the Paris edition, which
embraces the originals of all that are extant, and represent our most complete English edition of Calvin's letters. The
industry of Calvin and the reach of his power, as disclosed in these products of his pen, are well sketched in a few lines of
the preface. ÒInvested, in virtue of his surpassing genius, with an almost universal apostolate, he wielded an influence as
varied and as plastic as his activity. He exhorts with the same authority the humble ministers of the Gospel and the
powerful monarchs of England, Sweden, and Poland. He holds communion with Luther and Melanchthon, animates Knox,
encourages Coligny, Conde, Jeanne d'Albret, and the Duchess of Ferrara; while in his familiar letters to Farel, Viret, and
Theodore Beza, he pours out the overflowings of a heart filled with the deepest and most acute sensibility.

A Dictionary of the Bible: Kir-Pleiades
The Celebrated Letter of Joseph Hume to W. L. Mackenzie Mayor of Toronto, Declaratory of a
Design to Free These Provinces from the Domination of the Mother Country: with the
Comments of the Press of Upper Canada on the Tendency of that Letter, Etc
No description available

Journal of the American Bankers Association
Original Letters
The Life and Letters of Herbert Spencer
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The Letters of Lady Anne Bacon
NPNF1-01. The Confessions and Letters of St. Augustine, with a Sketch of his Life and Work
The Rider has no memory of who he is, or how he came to be lying - dying - in the brutal heat of the North African desert.
Rescued by a band of deserters, the Rider begins to piece together his identity, based on shards of recollection and the
letters in his post bag. The Letter Bearer is unlike any other novel of World War Two. It asks profound questions about
trauma, warfare and the experience of desertion. This gripping story asks us to consider how men build hope when they
have nothing left - not even a name.

The Republic of Letters
The Letters of Amerigo Vespucci and Other Documents Illustrative of His Career
The Diary and Letters of His Excellency Thomas Hutchinson
Poems and Selected Letters
The Rider has no memory of who he is, where he is, or how he came to be lying—dying— in the brutal heat of the North
African desert. Rescued by a band of deserters, the Rider begins to piece together his identity, based on shards of
recollection and the letters in his mailbag. The Letter Bearer is unlike any other novel of World War Two. In the midst of
profound trauma, terrible warfare, and the nameless experience of desertion, this gripping story asks us to consider how
men build hope when they have nothing left—not even a name. When first published last year in London, Robert Allison's
debut novel was met with wide praise and was nominated for the Desmond Elliott Prize, described by one of its judges as
"'An excellent and elegant novel written with patience and authority . . ." Readers of Michael Ondaatje and Paul Bowles will
find the landscape familiar, but no reader will ever forget the haunting and haunted story of this remarkable victim.

The Letter Bearer
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The first major socio-cultural study of manuscript letters and letter-writing practices in early modern England. Daybell
examines a crucial period in the development of the English vernacular letter before Charles I's postal reforms in 1635, one
that witnessed a significant extension of letter-writing skills throughout society.

A Law Dictionary, Adapted to the Constitution and Laws of the United States of America, and
of the Several States of the American Union
The correspondence of a Founding Father and his brilliant wife The Letters of John and Abigail Adams provides an insightful
record of American life before, during, and after the Revolution; the letters also reveal the intellectually and emotionally
fulfilling relationship between John and Abigail that lasted fifty-four years and withstood historical upheavals, long periods
apart, and personal tragedies. Covering key moments in American history - the Continental Congress, the drafting of the
Declaration of Independence, the Revolutionary War, and John Adams's diplomatic missions to Europe - the letters reveal
the concerns of a couple living during a period of explosive change, from smallpox and British warships to raising children,
paying taxes, the state of women, and the emerging concepts of American democracy. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introdutions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.

The Letter of Speusippus to Philip II
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
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